Gamification
Can increase number of citizens, number of contributions, short-term and long-term
engagement, and increases participation of specific groups.
Gamification can have positive results on participation and motivation, but can also lead to mixed or neutral results. When
implementing gamification elements, be mindful of how they might bias the results: generally they do not increase the quality of the
data.
Score-based systems that are personalised with individual goals are generally better rather than a leaderboard, which can make new
and infrequent participants feel overwhelmed and unappreciated. It is generally advised to use collective, intrinsic and progression-
based gamification elements.
Below you can find more practical tips.

Include
rewards
or badges

Launch
competitions
with a prize

Use avatars
and
personal
profiles

Organise a
"soft contest":
pick up
garbage on
the way!

Appreciation and importance
Can increase quality, quantity, and long-term engagement.

Score
points for
schools

Appreciating participants and acknowledging the importance of their work can lead to increased contributions from participants. You
can acknowledge the importance of participants' individual work or stress the importance of the project.
Ways to do this are to give feedback, to acknowledge participants in the dissemination of results, or to give participants more
responsibility. Below you can find more practical tips.

provide
instant
feedback

Include personalised
impact measures
(attempt to quantify
each participant's
environmental or
social impact)

Pay attention to
visual
communication,
graphic design

constant
transparency
on
results/status/
process/etc..

Gather
testimonies
and promote
them on social
media

Record and share
external coverage
of impact (e.g. in
the media,
academic papers,
policy reports etc.)

Self-efficacy
Can increase quality, quantity, long-term engagement, short-term engagement, and
increases participation of everyone.

Engagement the
more active
participants in
interpretation and
recommendation
processes

Participants can have anxiety about performing their tasks correctly. Anxiety about being accurate, smart enough, capable leads
to fewer contributions or even stopping. Citizen science projects can alleviate this anxiety by increasing self-efficacy. Ways to do
this are to make people feel like they are doing a good job, by giving them clear instructions in tutorials etc., to let them know it is
ok to make mistakes, and to allow them to flag uncertainty when doing their tasks. Below you can find practical tips

Develop
training
sessions

Be clear about
expected effort
required and
provide a road map
for hand-over if
someone needs to
leave

Be transparent what is your role,
what does the
process look like,
how do you
contribute to the
overall process

Start
here

Frame the task
carefully - give clear
instructions and
reassurance around
level of
knowledge/experien
ce required.

Be aware of
political
context of
the project

Include
peer
support

Send personal
messages from
the project team
(e.g. for
anniversaries of
involvement)

Establish 1 on
1 contact,
write a
newsletter and
reports

Have a
support
desk

Provide information
about the average level
of engagement from
citizen scientists, i.e.
how much data you
would expect per
person.

Show that we are all
practitioners - share
stories about our
engagement and
difficulties
encountered

Publish any
resulting papers etc.
open access so
participants can
read them (also
invite them on as co-
authors)

Communicate, co-
create the
ambition
/intention of the
project with your
participants

Citizen Science participation roadmap
This tool is meant for anyone who wants to increase participation in a citizen science project. It supports
developing strategies for increasing participation, as well as practical advice on how to implement these
strategies.
The first step is to look closer at what type of participation you are hoping to increase.

Project framing and recruiting

Participation in citizen-science projects can be of several types:
Short-term

More citizens

Quality

Specific groups

It can be short-term or long-term participation. A citizen can solve one
folding puzzle on the online platform Zooniverse, or they can count
butterflies once a month for nine years.
Increased participation can mean more citizens, or more contributions
per citizen. When a project manager wants to increase the number of
observations of plastic waste, they can focus on attracting more
volunteers, or on stimulating every volunteer to increase their
observations (or both).
Next to increasing the quantity of participation, a citizen science project
might also want to increase the quality of contributions, for example by
increasing the accuracy of the measurements of air pollution that the
citizens record.
Last, project managers might be interested to increase participation of
specific groups, rather than of anyone. For example, a project might
want to attract more young people, or increase participation of people
living in a specific neighbourhood.

Can increase quality, quantity, and long-term engagement.

long-term

Finding the right framing for your project can increase participation by helping you to find the right audience. Try to formulate what
the problems, goals, moral evaluation, and messages of the project are.
Recruitment strategies are important, and also very dependent on the kind of framing of your project. Examples of ways to recruit
citizens is through citizen science platforms, by word of mouth, or by involving other institutes and organisations.

More contributions

Good project framing and recruiting can also lead to more appreciation and a sense of importance of the participants.
Below you can find more practical tips.

Quantity

These types of participation connect to different strategies - follow the arrows to find out more about the
strategies and the practical advice that other citizen science organisations and researchers have given.

When recruiting,
consider
barriers/challenges
of the citizens you
want to adress
(social/cultural/
.../backgrounds)

This tool was developed by DRIFT for transitions in the context of the ACTION project, supported by the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 824603. We
would like to thank our first and second cohort of pilots for their contributions: InMyBackyard, NoiseMaps,
Sonic Kayaks, WowNature, CiticomPlastic, Water for Future, Water Sentinels, Open Soil Atlas,
MappingMobility, Restart workbench, and Walk Up Aniene.

Easy,
"understandable"
language (eg
project
description)
creates openness

Involve participants
(perhaps longer term one)
in the organization of the
project; so that they
participate in the formation
of the project. Giving them
more roles... as they go.

Diversity and accessibility
Can increase quality, quantity, long-term engagement, more citizens, and increases
participation of everyone, as well as specific groups.
The “average” participant of a citizen science project is older, highly educated, male or female depending on the project, white, from
Europe or Northern America, and able-bodied.
Increasing diversity and accessibility can lead to increased participation: accessibility in terms of location, language, finances,
technology, and the level of knowledge required.
One way to do this is to connect scientific questions and practices to community priorities, values, and norms. Below you can find
more practical tips

Have a diverse (organizing )
team as well! It may make
people feel more
welcoome - to see diversity
in the organizing team as
well .

Engage local
grassroots
organisations

Be aware of and
combat language
barriers (including
jargon)

Make an assessment about
how your project could not
be accessible and then
translate it to who
therefore it affects/and can
not be accessible too.
Change practices if this is
an audience of interest.

Have
regular
meetings
with food

Design for
introverts!
Extroverts will
always be ok.

Adapt communication
mode. Technology for
example can be a
facilitator/barrier- offer
different ways individual
can participate (e.g. paper
format and mobile app for
example).

Project users
to the future,
shaping their
life thanks to
the project

Address already
established
dynamics (that can
lead to exclusion)
through facilitated
spaces

Use flowers, music,
good lighting, comfy
seats etc. to make
people more
comfortable and
know they are
respected/valued

Stimulate
learning
by doing

Build an identity for
your project by
choosing a name,
drawing a logo,
making a uniform
with these logos,
creating a playlist

Avoid any links to
formal institutions,
e.g. no uni logos,
never in a formal
learning
environment

Design a
help forum
(e.g. for peer
support)

use inclusive
language/visuals

Make tools as
user-friendly
and tech-
accessible as
possible

Make information
accessible in FAQ
sheets, tasks,
infographics

Connect to
community
priorities - for
example by focusing
on safety of active
travel routes rather
than pollution

Lots of care over food take hardest person
and cater everything
for them (but no need
to mention it). Also use
local up&coming chef

Actively recruit
participants in
a wide range
of spaces
Mix groups well, so that
minorities, e.g. elderly
people don't feel alone or
insufficient due to lack of
e.g. concentration abilities
or else. Always find a
partner for the minorty
groups.

Social interaction
Can increase quality, quantity, long-term engagement, more contributions, and increases
participation of everyone, as well as specific groups.

carefully plan
the
timing/duration
of meetings

Although social factors are not always the most significant motivation for participating, it can be a significant motivation for a portion
of participants. Lack of social interaction can also be a reason to stop participating.
Social interaction in a citizen science project has two main forms: between participants and project coordinators or among
participants. Newcomers observing longer term participants is an important aspect in them becoming full participants, because it
allows them to determine if they want to participate, and how to participate in the community, and is critical for participants
transitioning to longer term engagement.
Below you can find more practical tips.

Set up peer
support from
more involved
participants

Check-ins: "what
kind of
vegetable/animal do
you feel like today".
Check-outs:
reflecting onto what
happened

Aim to have a
workshop facilitator
as well as the
workshop leader to
ensure a balance in
which voices are
heard

Build an identity choose a name,
draw a logo, make
a uniform with
these logos,
create a playlist

Engaging through
shared experiences going on a trip
together, cooking
and eating together

enable
participants to
meet others in
workshops /
coordinated data
gathering events

Public events:
invite "experts"/
passionate
people about
the topic

Set up a
shared
cooperation
platform
(Slack)

For
meetings,
start setting
up together

Have a
workshop with
hands-on
session with
the experts

Consider involving
citizen scientists
from the earliest
point in problem
framing

Involve other
organisations
who are doing
a similar
project

Anyone

Include
training
sessions

Keep in
touch with
the expert
via a forum
Have workshops
at
schools/science
fairs
If COVID
measures' allows:
face to face
meeting/events/
walks

Online events can
make things more
accessible for more
people, so don't
always assume in
person is best

Have a peer
mentoring
scheme (or
buddy system)

Have a
support
desk

Different social
media channels
attract different
groups Instagram/Facebo
ok/Twitter/etc.

Increase local
grassroots
engagement
(existing previous
contact and new
ones)

Actively
recruit in a
wide range
of spaces

Analyse potential risks to
the participants early on.
Are the participants
potentially at risk from
engaging in the project: in
physical terms, in terms of
their identity or place in
society, in terms of work?

Start with a
stakeholder
analysis

